Becoming a supporter of the
4th International RREUSE Conference
The digital era of social enterprises: trends and opportunities within the circular economy
16-17th November, 2022
Vienna, Austria
Political and economic interest in favour of more re-use and repair is gathering tremendous
momentum. Game-changing digital technologies helping mainstream the secondhand industry are
developing fast. With social enterprises recognised as pioneers in circular job creation by the
European Commission, taking stock of these key digital trends in aiding their development is crucial
to ensure a just, job rich, and inclusive green transition.
On 16-17th November 2022, RREUSE together with its partner RepaNet, is delighted to be holding its
4th International Conference focused on the digital era of social enterprises: trends and opportunities
within the circular economy.
This event will be truly unique. Expect to be surrounded by a vibrant social enterprise community
sharing their insights, thoughts and views on digital drivers transforming the re-use sector as we know
it. Online sales, artificial intelligence and the skills necessary for this transformation will all be under
the spotlight of this two-day event, alongside exciting social and circular site visits and much more!
Gathering social entrepreneurs, local, regional and international policy makers, municipalities and
private sector representatives, the event will provide for excellent networking opportunities, a
dynamic environment and plenty of positive energy! For a taste of what is to come, take a quick look
at our last in-person conference from 2019 in Pamplona, Spain here.
If you are interested in sponsoring1 this exceptional event, RREUSE warmly encourages you to get in
touch. You will find the sponsorship structure we are offering below. We would also be very much
open to having a conversation with you about potential in-kind support in Vienna.
On behalf of RREUSE and RepaNet we thank you sincerely for your consideration in sponsoring and
supporting our event.

Michal Len
Director, RREUSE

Matthias Neitsch
President RREUSE and Managing Director RepaNet

RREUSE reserves the right to decline sponsorship offers if deemed unsuitable or not directly related to the aims of the
conference.
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Sponsorship Packages
BENEFITS
Opportunity to
introduce
networking
cocktail OR
lunch OR coffee
break
Banner/rollup
displayed inside
OR outside
conference
room
Inclusion of
company logo
and link on all
communication
materials and
event webpage
Inclusion of
company name
OR individual’s
name and link
on all
communication
materials and
event webpage
Complementary
Tickets

Changemaker
Sponsor
5,000 EUR
Max. 3

Positive Impact
Sponsor
2,500 EUR
Max. 4

Bright Idea
Sponsor
1,000 EUR
Max.5

In-kind
supporter

Media
partners
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For further information or to officially declare interest in becoming a sponsor, please contact:
Michal Len
Director
michal.len@rreuse.org
www.rreuse.org
RREUSE is the European network of social enterprises active in the field of re-use, repair and recycling,
federating over 1,000 individual social enterprises across its 33 members in 28 countries. Our wider
network handles in excess of 1,1 million tonnes of goods annually employing over 105,000 individuals,
the majority of whom are at risk of socio-economic exclusion.
RepaNet is the Austrian social and circular enterprise network with 43 member enterprises providing
long-term employment for people with difficulties in the regular labour market. The majority of these
organisations work with textiles, furniture, and electronic equipment. RepaNet is member of RREUSE.

